PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY (PR)
PROCESS SIMPLIFIED - AFFILIATES
The NBA actively encourages LPNs, RNs and RPNs to report professional issues in response to patient
safety and nursing practice conditions.

Step 1
59.01

Within 72 hours of issue/concern, have discussion with
Excluded Manager or Excluded Designate. Include specific
details pertaining to practice.
If not resolved to nurse’s satisfaction

Within seven days, Excluded Manager or Excluded
Designate provides written response.
If not resolved to nurse’s satisfaction

Issue
resolved,
recorded and
communicated
to all parties

Within seven calendar days of written response, fill out a PR
form cc: BCNU Steward and Excluded Manager.
Step 2
Steward will forward to Professional Responsibility
59.02
Committee (PRC) Co-chairs.

59.0359.05

Attend PRC within 14 days. The PRC will have 30 days
to submit a final written report including action items
and timelines.
Not Resolved?

Issue
resolved,
recorded and
communicated
to all parties

If the concerns are not resolved to the Union’s satisfaction, it
may refer the matter to the Board of Directors within 7 days
Step 3
of receipt of the PRC final written report. The Union may
59.07
make a written submission and/or a verbal presentation. All
parties shall receive copies of any submission or
documentation that may be provided to the Board

The Board will review the submission and/or hear the verbal
presentation at their next regularly scheduled board meeting
and shall respond in writing to the Union within 14 days.
Copies of the response shall be forwarded to the Union, the
Administrator and the PRC Members

Where the Board has not resolved the issue to the Union’s
satisfaction, either party may refer the matter to the contract
holder. Within 14 days of receiving the referral, the contract
holder will acknowledge receipt and communicate any
resolve to the parties. Where the matter is not resolved at
this level either party may refer the matter to the PNS

